
           

                                                                              

   COORDINATING COLORS FOR YOUR PROJECTS! 

           “That color looked Awesome in the Parade home we 
                    walked through, why doesn’t it look right 

                          in our home???” 
Whether we are remodeling our home or building from scratch, 

          it’s safe to say that we put a lot of TIME, EFFORT and MONEY into the 
          selections that we ultimately make.  Both interior and exterior projects
          benefit hugely from some specific considerations being taken into 
          account before actual purchasing decisions have to be made.

The #1 rule when it comes to planning and coordinating projects
         is to start early, so that there is time to go through the basic steps
         before “D-Day” arrives and decisions have to be made in haste!
         Many times, the color selections weren’t necessarily wrong, but the 
         TONE of the color(s) were not correct or complimentary to 
         adjacent surfaces that also contain “color”. 

As the need to make decisions approaches, gathering 
         up the various samples of all of the components to be used and 
         consulting with The Paint Factory, you can find a comfort level 
         and feel confident in your color decisions! When you gather up and 
         bring in your “pile” of samples, we can help you make decisions that 
         you’ll be happy with. We don’t pick your colors for you, only you know 
         what you like. What we can do is analyze the compatibility of the various 
         TONES and how they do or don’t flow together. The ultimate goal is a 
         sense of complimentary color throughout the project! Other than color,
         Natural and Artificial Light Sources can change the way a color looks.
         
          Examples of building materials to bring together for consideration….         
        
    Interior Projects:                                      Exterior Projects:
    Carpet / Rugs            Existing or New Fabrics         All Siding Materials used (Wood, Metal, Stucco…)  
    Tile & Wood Flooring   Stonework/Brick                     Window Color (Vinyl, Metal Clad...)
     Counter Tops                Window Treatments               Stonework/Brick
     Wood Cabinetry            Wall Hangings/Pictures         Roofing Shingles
     Wood Trim & Doors      Any Item Containing Color   Anything on the Property Containing Color
   ***Decisions regarding stained or clear-finished wood require samples on your wood***
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